
I choose to be part of a company that can allow me to 

demonstrate my existing web and software 
development knowledge while still offering a 

collaborative and welcoming environment where I can 
further grow that knowledge. I desire to help others by 

creating innovative software while having fun.

OBJECTIVE


I am skilled at problem-solving and creating creative solutions to problems. I often work well with others 
because it allows me a place to brainstorm, share ideas and get feedback on those ideas and how I can 
improve them.

SKILLS

I am most proficient in Typescript and Larvel and I 
have used them for numerous projects of my own. I 
have become very experienced in these languages 
and have spent considerable amounts of time 
increasing my understanding of them through 
multiple side projects.

TECHNICAL PROFICIENCIES

1 yearNext.js

2 yearsLaravel

1 yearReact

2 yearsPHP

1 yearVueJS

8 monthsJava

2 yearsTypescript

4 yearsPython

3 yearsCSS

3 yearsHTML

3 yearsJavascript

EXPERIENCE

I am experienced in many forms of development and 
have spent most of my free time doing so since I 
was 12. Below is a list of programming languages 
and frameworks along with the total time that I have 
been using them for

I love coding and working with computers. I've always been interested in robots, engineering, and lots more. I 
work well with others and have good communication skills. A large part of the work I've done is sharing my 
knowledge and skills with others. I have spent many hours answering customer questions or even the 
questions of my peers.

ABOUT ME

Coding, Networking, Computers, Video games, Water Sports, Traveling, CTF's

INTERESTS

I've worked on all sorts of projects that have helped me refine and showcase my existing skill as well as help 
me to learn and develop new ones. Through working on a variety of projects I've learned how to work with 
others and act as a leader and as a learner. I've participated in projects from a support agent to a manager of 
development. There is a list of my current and previous projects on my website under the portfolio page 
(https://pekay.me/portfolio.html).

PROJECTS

https://github.com/PekayTab

https://pekay.me

(971) 266-1855


pekaytab@gmail.com

Full-stack Developer PEKAY


